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Frequency multiplier FM210
The electronic gear

safety - control - motion - interface

The new FM210 complements the portfolio of our signal converters by improved performance in the area 
of   fast and stable frequency multiplication. The FM210 is a frequency converter which is similar to the 
function of a gear. Like a gear, the transmission ratio between the primary and secondary side can be freely 
configured. However, in a much more comfortable and flexible way. The two parameters for dividend and 
divisor can be freely set in the range from 0.0005 - 9.9999. In this way, division ratios can be set with an 
accuracy that excludes a cumulative residual error.

FM210 FM260

• Position control
• Accurate pulse
• Programmable zero pulse

• Synchronization of drives and camera systems
• Accurate pulse and frequency
• Additional functions such as jog, trim, offset, 
reference

The FM260 reacts very quickly and offers an output signal that is accurate to the pulse. While the FM210 
does not readjust as quickly by its processor, however it has a pulse and frequency accuracy.

In addition to this accuracy, the new FM210 frequency multiplier offers an excellent control behavior. The 
output signal is readjusted precisely and vibration-free even with dynamic frequency or speed changes. 
The FM210 is best suited for use in speed control loops due to to the frequency and impulse control.

The tried and tested FM260, on the other hand, is better suited for positioning tasks with its high-pulse 
modulation. Due to its discrete structure, the modulation is very fast and the latency time is negligible.

The oscilloscope displays shown below clearly visualize how the pulses are continuously transmitted on 
the FM210 while the FM260 passes pulse packages. Yellow is the input frequency and green is the output 
frequency. The dividend is set to 6 in this case.
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Applications

The FM210 can be used to synchronize roller conveyor belts. For this purpose, the frequency is recorded 
by a sensor on the conveyor belt. The FM210 frequency multiplier converts the input frequency into 
the output frequency via a freely adjustable transmission ratio, which is required for the precise 
synchronization of the stepper motor of the next belt.

Another application area of the FM210 can be found in the area of optical inspection systems. Depending 
on the line speed, the FM210 supplies the pulse width for the camera system that corresponds to the 
imaging area of the camera. The trigger of the camera release can be realized by a photo cell. This allows 
large objects to be seamlessly combined to form a complete image using individual images.


